



ENDORSEMENT QUOTES:

• EMG Pickups - USA

"Bobby is an amazing brand partner. He always puts our partnership front and center in all campaigns, releases, 
posts and stories. Rare to find an artist that champions their sponsors as much or as well as Bobby Keller.” - Tommy 
Armstong-Leavitt, EMG Pickups

• ESP Guitars - USA/JAPAN

"Listening to Bobby Keller is like sampling a tasting menu of some of the finest guitar playing out there right now.  
His phrasing, articulation, energy, tone and stage presence is a pure pleasure on one's auditory and visual pallet. It's 
hard to believe he's only been playing guitar since 2009.  It's a privilege to have Bobby as part of our ESP family of 
talented artists. Oh yeah, he's truly one of the nicest fucking human beings you'll ever meet too!" - Jeff Moore, Se-
nior VP ESP Guitars 

• DRIFTWOOD Amplifiers - GERMANY

“Bobby’s style of playing fits our amps perfectly and he’s not afraid of pushing the limits with his amp designs. The 
new BFK Blood Splatter finish option is something we are very excited about, and we know a lot of other people are 
as well,” - Malek Moshkowski, Driftwood Amplifiers 

• Lasse Lammert - Producer + Creator Lasse Lammert Tonality Suite - Lubeck, Germany

"Working with Bobby was an absolute pleasure, not only is he a great guy and fun to be around, but as a musician he 
has always been very professional and well prepared, both of those attributes made working with Bobby a blast"- 
Lasse Lammert 

• Richter Straps-Germany

“Bobby has a very unique blend of talent with his guitar playing. Yes, he can shred with ultimate speed, but he also 
has the ability to grab you with his melodies. Reminds me of another german guitar player by the name of Michael 
Schenker,” - Lars Richter, Richter Straps 

• SIT STRINGS - USA

“We are very happy to have Bobby on board and a part of the SIT Strings Family. His commitment and dedication to 
his craft is above and beyond, and it has been fun watching his career blossom over the years,” - Hoogie, SIT Strings 
/ WB Gear/ Shinedown’s Bass Tech
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